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NALI By Esther Henry In an era of darkness, mystery, tropical jungles and cannibalism,
Nali tries to buck the ancient traditions, only to find herself deeply entrenched in them.
As a young girl full of dreams, she is given to a tribal elder in marriage and quickly
learns that her girlhood dreams could be shattered overnight. The rain forest held a
secret refuge that only Nali knew, where she took her dreams and her delusions. Will
she be forced to succumb to a subservient role the rest of her life, or can she overcome
the hopelessness that comes with isolation, ignorance and tradition? Deep in the heart
of New Guinea lies the village of Mendoka, beautifully camouflaged from the rest of the
world. Although the village has yet to be discovered, the outside world would soon have
an influence on their lives. An interruption to their peaceful simplicity would both terrify
them and cause them to search for answers. Readers will be able to follow the lives of
those who lived in a much simpler time and become immersed in the culture that
controlled their everyday existence.
Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness are prescribed ideals in America of 2050. The
Moral Authority, the nation's newest branch of government, has virtually eliminated
crime, poverty, and most social ills, but it also rules the land with a tyrannical fist,
championing ignorance and brandishing fear. Mark Bryan is a gay man whose
existence brands him an outlaw; Isaac Montoya is a charming stranger, who entices
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Mark to defy moral law; and Samuel Pleasant runs the Moral Authority and plans to
punish moral offenders and a rebellious uprising-no matter the cost. Will liberty and
justice return for all?
GOING OUT! They might be on vacation, but the play is still on everyone’s minds.
Touko is already starting to worry about what will happen after it’s over, and Yuu wants
to change the script’s ending. Stressing about the play isn’t the only thing they’re
doing, though. It’s summer break, after all–so Yuu invites Touko out to the aquarium!
THIRD TIME’S THE CHARM Saeki Sayaka is no stranger to unrequited love. What
she’s not used to is having someone confess their feelings for her—until Edamoto Haru,
an underclassman, does exactly that in Sayaka’s second year of college. Haru is
forward and unhesitating in her affections, the opposite of cautious, reserved
Sayaka—but if she can find the courage to reach back, this time, she might find what
she’s been waiting for all along.
Clay McGavran was stuck in hell. Otherwise known as Denson, Virginia - a small town
in the shadows of the Blue Ridge Mountains - a town shrouded in the pain and tragedy
of the past. As partner at one of Richmond's most successful construction and design
firms, building someone else's dream home was his job. But when their dream brought
him to the town of his nightmares, he was thrust into a past he'd worked diligently to
forget. The only respite to his misery came from an unexpected - and inconvenient source. His new assistant, Alison. To Clay, Alison was the woman whose perpetual
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smile and hauntingly familiar eyes were a balm to his scraped and bruised psyche. She
was the antithesis of the type of woman he usually took to his bed but he found himself
wanting her more than any woman before her. And, as his employee, she was the one
woman he couldn't have. His company, friendships, and reputation were at stake. He
couldn't cross that line again. He'd been reckless in the past and it had nearly cost him
his company - and his life. But it's not so easy to walk away when, in the fires of his
personal hell, he may have stumbled headlong into his salvation. ***Due to coarse
language and graphic sexual situations, this book is not intended for individuals under
the age of 18.***
'" The student council play has finally begun! Who will Touko''s character choose to be
at the end? And how will Touko herself feel when the play is over and her dearest wish
has been realized? "'
Saeki Sayaka has always been an old soul--serious and reserved, preferring to focus
on her studies rather than make friends. Until, that is, a romantic confession from
another girl in middle school turns her carefully ordered world upside down. Though
none of her classes have prepared her for this, Saeki must now come to terms with her
sexuality in this gentle, coming-of-age novel about grappling with first love, growing up,
and relating to other people.
Just when you thought the story couldn't twist any more…lightning strikes — literally in
this case. Share the continuing life journey of the Richards family in this fifth offering of
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The Teacher Series. But wait a minute. This installment is narrated by Darby. Why?
Where's Tom?It's not enough that Darby is struggling with demons from her past; she's
also faced with what seems like an insurmountable crisis in the present. But something
amazing happens…this time starting with delicious dreams where a surprise “Teacher”
appears to guide her to the next level of Spiritual Truth.Grab this book now if you've
read the previous books in the series…and if not, start with Free! Forgiving the Past to
Unlock Your Future to get the whole story, step by step.

Born with a gift, Melinda Harris can see visions of the future. Nathan Cole is the
man who wants to possess her and her power. A member of the elite Corde
Noire Society, Nathan introduces Melinda to his dark world of pleasure and pain.
At first, Melinda likes what Nathan teaches her, but then she discovers the
terrible secret her handsome Dom is hiding. Nathan has plans for her beyond his
bedtime adventure. He wants her to make her his ... completely.
The Scorched Souls Saga, Books 1-4, Firetrap, Firefight, Firestorm, and
Fireworks all in one volume. "If the Scorched Souls Saga was a cocktail, it would
be one part Overboard, the 1987 movie classic, starring Kurt Russell and Goldie
Hawn, mixed well with the FX hit TV series, Sons of Anarchy, with a twist of 50
Shades." Olympia Olsen I don't know who I am. I don't know where I am. What I
do know: I don't trust Boone Richards, my supposed husband. It doesn't matter
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how damn sexy he is; I refuse to give in to his demands. How could I marry
someone like him? A biker who acts like a caveman on steroids and calls me his
"old lady." What the-? Our kids, this life, this MC...it's all wrong. I don't belong.
The problem is, I can't remember anything. If this really is my life, it's no wonder I
want to forget. Did I mention someone is trying to kill me, and Boone is the one
person standing between me and a fiery death? Boone Richards What started
out as a way to get even has turned into so much more. I want to touch her.
Taste her. Own her. I want to make Olympia mine. If I do, and she remembers,
things are gonna go from bad to worse. The club is my life, my brothers are my
family. I can't afford to be sidetracked by a woman, but it's hard not be distracted
with her looking like that, talking like that, and shaking her sweet ass like that.
What I do know: taking Olympia has changed everything, including me.
Protecting her from a murdering arsonist has become my obsession. I'll destroy
anyone who tries to hurt her. Please be advised: The entire Scorched Souls
Series is for readers 18 and older due to sexual content, violence, language, and
dark subject matters. You have been warned. There are BDSM elements in all
four books.
The novel's protagonist is a British Roman Catholic priest, Father Percy Franklin,
who looks identical to the mysterious U.S. Senator Julian Felsenburgh of
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Vermont. The senator appears as a lone and dramatic figure promising world
peace in return for blind obedience. No one quite knows who he is or where he
comes from, but his voice mesmerizes. Under his leadership, war is abolished.
Felsenburgh becomes the President of Europe, then of the world, by popular
acclaim. Everyone is fascinated with him, yet still no one knows much about him.
People are both riveted and frightened by the way he demands attention. Most
follow without question. Having been a close observer of President Felsenburgh's
rise, Father Franklin is called to Rome, a Hong Kong-style enclave ruled by Pope
John XXVI and raised to the College of Cardinals. Meanwhile, defections among
bishops and priests increase. At Cardinal Franklin's instigation, the pope
abolishes the Eastern Catholic Churches and forms a new religious order, the
Order of Christ Crucified. All its members, including the Pope, vow to die in the
name of the faith.
ONCE BITTEN, TWICE AS SHY After her first girlfriend broke her heart, Saeki
Sayaka swore she would never let herself fall in love again. Then she started
high school—and met Nanami Touko. Drawn to each other from their very first
meeting, the two girls develop a friendship that slowly begins to blossom into
something more. But is Saeki ready to put her heart on the line one more time?
Or will fear hold her back from taking the plunge?
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Yuzu is pumped to go on a summer trip with her friends but she also wants to
spend time alone with Mei. As Mei and Yuzu try and find an excuse to slip away
from the main group, their friends start to suspect that there's something going on
between the two step-sisters.
LOVE IN FULL BLOOM After Sayaka confesses to her, Touko must face her own
feelings! Just as Yuu begins to lose all hope, Touko asks to meet with her. Is this
the beginning of the end or the blossoming of a beautiful, new relationship? The
final volume of the touching yuri series, Bloom into You! The final volume!
Beth Chambers' life is no fairytale, even if she feels like a damsel in distress.
After four years in a destructive relationship, Beth has decided enough is enough
and leaves her girlfriend, taking with her only her dog Dudley, her broken spirit,
and a shattered view of life. At her lowest point, she meets Amy Fletcher, a
woman who has it all-and whom she believes would never want more than
friendship. But what Beth fails to realise is that there are definitely two sides to
every story. Could Amy Fletcher be Beth's Princess Charming? Could her story
end with a happily ever after?
The Billionaires Temptations Book 4 How can he be that damn good looking?
Seriously, Orlando is my perfect toy-boy... but I think I'm actually falling for him.
Hard. There hasn't been much time for play lately because the dreaded enemy,
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"The Kingmaker" is still out there, somewhere. The lives of the others are
involved now, more than ever. I'll need to use my gut instinct on this one. Looks
like there's going to be some new things coming... another club, a perfectly timed
murder, and some hot, hot, hot male dancing. Oh, then there's the clown thing.
That's making everything worthwhile... you gotta love that kind of fun, even
through all of the drama. But how will I get away from all the problems
unscathed? It seems that everyone might be in the firing line, especially if things
don't go precisely as planned. But when I'm not the target... I'm gonna look for my
own kinda trouble with my toy-boy... the Italian stallion that wants just me... I'm
his Thirsty Thursday girl... his naughty, cheeky addiction. God yeah!

When Vivian left town for a three-month residency, she had no idea that she'd
come back to find her life turned upside down.
The casual boyfriend who'd seemed ready to commit? Changed his mind.
The job she'd loved so much? Gone.
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The parents she'd assumed would be there for emotional support? Off on the
adventure of their lives.
When she realizes that she's essentially homeless, jobless and boyfriend-less,
Vivian knows something has to change. She needs to take charge.
Inspired by her aunt's idea that a girl has to kiss at least fifty frogs to find her
prince, Vivian comes up with a plan: she's going to go on a series of first dates
only, and each one must end in a kiss. She'll chronicle each date--the good, the
bad and the downright unbelievable--and turn the stories into an in-depth
magazine series about the realities of dating in the twenty-first century.
While none of the frogs she meets--and kisses--make her heart leap, there's a
guy closer to home who definitely does . . . and despite the fact that Charlie
always seems to catch Vivian at her most awkward and embarrassing moments,
she can't help wondering if it's time to ditch the plan . . . and kiss just one more
frog.
Having survived the worst effects of the Civil War, the city of Memphis, battered
but unbowed, finds itself facing a far more dangerous foe. It is invisible, lethal,
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and unstoppable: a plague of yellow fever. It is the story of JP Mahoney, 14-yearold farm boy who dreams of escape from tedious chores and farmlife routine. It is
the story of a courageous young woman, Ginnie Moon, onetime Confederate spy,
who now operates a boarding house for men who have survived the war. And it is
the story of Kevin O'Boyle, an embittered riverfront laborer, who blames the world
for his troubles, and finds the crippled city his perfect prey. Several characters in
the novel are actual historical figures, most notably Ginnie Moon, Judge "Pappy"
Hadden, and Cap'n Jim Lee. Their actions, and those of the other characters, are
entirely fictional. The plague, one of several to hit the city in the years following
the war, was all too real.
The script for the student council play is finally finished! To make sure it is a
success, the council holds a practice camp during summer vacation. Touko,
Sayaka, and Yuu soon find themselves faced with sleeping together in the same
room. Whatever happens at camp, it promises to be three days of super-charged
emotions!
Ben is so close to his dream, but he has no one to share it with.He sees his
Officers finding strong women who build and solidify their purpose-and his dream
of a clean Brotherhood. Everyone is working and living peacefully within their
drug free neighborhoods and community. They raise their kids to take care of
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each other and treat their women with respect.Kate runs the Women's Center
within the MC's backyard. Ben admires Kate's strength, ability, and compassion
running the Center and adopting kids from the shelters that would have gone into
the system. Danny, Kate's husband, is Ben's Building Supervisor and number
two High Security enforcer when he's needed. He's proven himself and earned
respect from his Brothers and Ben.When Ben's old lady leaves he moves a few
houses away from Kate and her family. He finds himself drawn to them and starts
to wonder if he'll ever find a woman like Kate to share his life with.This is the
story of Ben, Kate, and Danny.**Content Warning: includes graphic language and
sex, including m/f/m. Intended for mature audiences 18+**
More tales of budding relationships featuring Yuu, Touko, Sayaka, and all your
other faves! Maid outfits, kisses stolen during student council meetings, Touko
cross-dressing, and bathtime with Riko and Miyako--all that and more can be
found in this collection of stories about girls blooming into love...with each other!
Spot the difference is an amazing activity that boosts your child's fine-ground
perception. Fine-ground perception is the skill that would allow children to see inbetween the negative spaces. This makes it possible to locate hidden objects,
which is an important element to learning math and reading. Don't forget to
checkout with a copy of this activity book today!
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Experience the world of this beloved yuri romance through the perspectives of
other creators! Yuu has always loved shoujo manga and awaits the day she gets
a love confession that sends her heart aflutter with bubbles and hearts, and yet
when a junior high classmate confesses his feelings to her...she feels nothing.
Disappointed and confused, Yuu enters high school still unsure how to respond.
That's when Yuu sees the beautiful student council president Nanami turn down
a suitor with such maturity that she's inspired to ask her for help. But when the
next person to confess to Yuu is Nanami herself, has her shoujo romance finally
begun? Explore this tale like never before in this collection of all-new short
manga by various creators!
When Misako comes to the U.S. as an exchange student from Japan, she is
overwhelmed by all the differences—the people, the culture, the indigestion! But
with the help of her kind host family and their daughter Natalie, she quickly
acclimates to her American high school. Then one night, Natalie brings her to see
a band and Misako meets Zak, the lead singer. Suddenly Misako's world is
turned upside down. Zak is gorgeous and his songs rock Misako to the core. She
falls for him hard, but Zak is a girl magnet and much too flirtatious to trust as a
boyfriend. So Misako suppresses her feelings and becomes his friend instead.
But then Zak starts to give Misako mixed signals. Should she risk their friendship
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to tell him how she feels? Or will she end up hurting everyone she cares about?
Based on the author’s own experience, this is an exuberant and funny tale of all
the ups and downs of first love.
NEW YEAR, NEW WOES It’s spring, the cherry blossoms are in full bloom, and
Adachi and Shimamura have been assigned to the same second-year class!
Hooray! But now Shimamura’s making new friends—so where does that leave
Adachi? Can she overcome her shyness to get Shimamura back, or will she lose
all the progress she’s made? Perhaps a sleepover is in order!
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT The script for the student council play is finally
finished! To make sure it is a success, the council holds a practice camp during
summer vacation. Touko, Sayaka, and Yuu soon find themselves faced with
sleeping together in the same room. Whatever happens at camp, it promises to
be three days of super-charged emotions!
The strongest Demon Lord and his family anxiously await life’s most precious
gift! Winter has come, bringing new happiness for Anima and the Scarletts. Marie
enjoys her very first snowfall by playing outside with her sisters until the
unthinkable happens: Myuke and Bram get into a fight. It’s up to Anima to calm
the storm, and he’ll have to do it while tending to his pregnant wife as they get
closer and closer to welcoming a new family member. Juggling preparations for
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the birth of their baby and playing referee for his daughters isn’t going to be
easy, but thanks to some help from the kindhearted townsfolk, he might just be
able to handle it all. Enjoy one last peek into the lovey-dovey lives of Anima and
his family in the fourth and final volume of Why Shouldn’t a Detestable Demon
Lord Fall in Love?!
A charming love story about two young women who together discover that their
dreams of a heart-pounding romance can indeed come true--now with an anime!
Yuu has always loved shoujo manga and fantasizes about the day that she too
will get a love confession that will send her heart a-flutter. Yet when a male
classmate confesses his feelings for her ... she feels nothing. Disappointed and
confused, Yuu enters high school still unsure how to respond. That’s when Yuu
sees the beautiful student council president Nanami turn down a suitor with such
maturity and finesse that Yuu is inspired to ask her for advice. But when the next
person to confess to Yuu is the alluring Nanami herself, has Yuu's shoujo
romance finally begun?
Bloom into YouSeven Seas
In this heartwrenching new yuri manga, a teenage girl comes to terms with her
own sexuality through her crush on her brother's wife. Hopelessly in love, high
schooler Uta must navigate living with her brother and Kaoru, her crush... and
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sister-in-law. Desperate to get over her unrequited feelings, Uta pulls away, but
when the cracks in her brother's marriage begin to show, Kaoru begins to confide
in her new teenage sister, which just makes matters worse!
Preschoolers will have hours of fun with this activity-packed book. There are
puzzles to complete, simple mathematics, find objects, alphabets and more . A
great way for kids to learn while having fun.
A High School Club investigates the disappearance of a bus load of students
from a school field trip. The case leads them to a remote mountain and the
discovery of ancient tunnels that were constructed 10,000 years ago by cosmic
visitors. The tunnels are so sensitive that the Government must protect them at
all costs.
Our choices seal our fate. Hannah Reed is about to learn just how important one little decision
can be. Hannah's plans for a nice, quiet senior year of high school are rapidly disintegrating. It
all starts when she innocently bursts in on Ethan Flynn in the change room of the clothing store
where she works. Ethan's presence in Hannah's world is subtle but constant, and when he
saves her life, they become linked by the workings of an ancient society and Ethan's sworn
duty to protect Hannah. Working together to figure out what destiny wants with Hannah, the
two of them stumble on a baffling mystery that leaves even Ethan questioning what is in store
for her future. With Ethan's help, Hannah learns there is far more to this life, to her life, than
she ever realized. As they attempt to untangle Hannah's unique past and emerging abilities, an
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unknown danger from Ethan's past looms ever closer. While racing to put together the pieces
of the puzzle before it's too late, Hannah wrestles with the idea that she is anything but
average, and that perhaps she is also more to Ethan than just a job. Hleo is the first book in
the series with the same name. A story of destiny and how one decision can change
everything. When you buy a copy of Hleo, your one decision also has the ability to change the
lives of others across the globe. $3.00CAD from every copy of Hleo purchased goes towards
the amazing efforts of the Because I am a Girl Education initiative. Fighting to bring literacy
and safe learning resources to girls living in some of the poorest nations in this world.
Reece Tassicker has a dream about a number he knows he needs to remember. When
messages for him start appearing in books, he learns that his future activities are being
predicted - to the precise minute. And that someone is mysteriously using this knowledge to
influence events in his life. As Reece starts to out-think the people who can control his life, he
learns there are chinks in our reality that allow us discrete glimpses behind the true nature of
the universe. Because our reality isn't quite as real as we think it is. He develops new thinking
techniques to help understand what's happening to him. But as Reece Tassicker gets closer to
the truth, the mysterious individuals decide to eliminate him from their future plans.
Permanently. The Delicate Force is an unusual half-fact, half-fiction thriller with a remarkable
non-fiction ending. The facts are so extraordinary that it needs a fictional plot to help you to
believe they really are true. Read The Delicate Force and be prepared to think about reality
differently - for the rest of your life.
A CHANGE OF HEART Touko has finally started to move forward on her own two feet. Is there
still a place for Yuu by her side? Or is time for them to part ways?
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A charming love story about two young women who together discover that their dreams of a
heart-pounding romance can indeed come true! Yuu has always loved shoujo manga and
fantasizes about the day that she too will get a love confession that will send her heart a-flutter.
Yet when a male classmate confesses his feelings for her ... she feels nothing. Disappointed
and confused, Yuu enters high school still unsure how to respond. That’s when Yuu sees the
beautiful student council president Nanami turn down a suitor with such maturity and finesse
that Yuu is inspired to ask her for advice. But when the next person to confess to Yuu is the
alluring Nanami herself, has Yuu's shoujo romance finally begun?
A light novel spin-off for the hit yuri manga and anime series Bloom Into You! Saeki Sayaka
has always been an old soul—serious and reserved, preferring to focus on her studies rather
than make friends. Until, that is, a romantic confession from another girl in middle school turns
her carefully ordered world upside down. Though none of her classes have prepared her for
this, Saeki must now come to terms with her sexuality in this gentle, coming-of-age novel about
grappling with first love, growing up, and relating to other people.
Have you ever wondered what life would be like with the freedom to Work From Anywhere you
want, whenever you want? Do you desire to work independently and/or wish to be your own
boss someday? If so, and you're finally ready to do more than just dream about it, this helpful
book will hopefully motivate you to WAKEUP immediately and make it a reality! Most
importantly, it offers essential information that you'll need to know in order to properly proceed
AND succeed with working from anywhere! In fact, this could actually be considered more of a
trusty hand-guide, one that will continue to provide professional advice you can always relook
at and rely on. Whether you want to start your own business, work as a freelancer full-time, or
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simply want to earn additional income, whatever your goal is, there is a better chance of
reaching it with this beneficial book. The first several chapters will inspire and allow you to
focus and fertilize your thought process. The later chapters feature in-depth explanations of
some potential jobs you can work from anywhere. But, when you begin to think outside of the
box, the list of opportunities can be almost endless! After completing the reading of all 160
empowering pages, you can go forward on your quest with confidence while applying
everything you've learned so far! Order Work From Anywhere NOW - and literally change the
way you view your work! *Please realize that this is not intended to be a standalone guide, as
the very subject matter inside really IS a work in progress. Not only is working from anywhere a
relatively new prospect, but we typically utilize technology to do it. Since innovations are
inevitable, we must progress with them and stay up-to-date. Furthermore, it is recommended
that you also read The Four Agreements and/or similar introductory works for additional
information and inspiration!
The track team is headed to Regionals, and it's Mizuki's last chance to qualify for Nationals
before she and Moe graduate. But with the pressure of the race on her shoulders, Mizuki can't
seem to concentrate on running, forcing Moe to suggest Mizuki take a break...from Moe!
Meanwhile, an old classmate of Yurine's resurfaces and has her sights set of the "cool girl
genuis" -- can she manage to sway Yurine's affections?
Drawing comes with several benefits. One of these is the development of fine motor skills that
will aid in the completion of tasks involving object manipulation by hand. As your child draws,
he/she begins to express what he/she imagines. Objects are given careful details so features
are learned. This way, you can understand what your child creates. How are your child's
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drawing skills now?
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